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**FRAMES starting at $850**
Modern and Vintage frames made from chromoly tubing for most any type of bike. All frames come with swing arm, rear axle, and chain adjusters; footrest brackets, foot pegs, and brake lever; Timken bearings, races and dust cover.

Powder Coating is available (not included in frame price) starting at an additional $200+

**FOOT PEGS & BRAKE LEVERS**
For most any bike imaginable... Push or pull brake levers. Standard foot peg blades with rubber for both left and right side. New Angled peg to help prevent slippage.

Also have an adjustable foot peg bracket to allowing the rider to adjust the foot peg to his/her desired position.

**FORK CLAMPS starting at $395**
Adjustable Fork Clamps for Modern Bikes with 7 3/4” or 8 1/2” center and offsets from 15 to 40.
Adjustable Drop-Down Clamps are made to work with shorter inverted forks (~27”). Offsets from 45 thru 70.
Non-Adjustable Vintage Fork Clamps are available with either 7 5/8” or 8 1/4” center, offset of 55, 58, 65 or 75 and accommodate fork tubes 35mm - 43mm.

**WHEELS, HUBS, & SPOOL**
Spool or TT Hub Front Wheels and Rear Quick Change Wheels are available. They arrive pre-assembled and include the rim, spokes, spool or hub, disk carriers, knock off nuts and sealed bearings. Laced and Trued.

Front Axle Center Adapters will relocate the axle in line with the fork tubes.

Quick Change Adapter kits permit the Modern bikes to accommodate a Rear Quick Change Wheel.

Complete Wheels from $345 Front
$525 Rear

**BRAKE ASSEMBLY & PRODUCTS**
Brake Assembly Kit comes with the disk brake, aluminum brake center, braided brake line, mounting plate, master cylinder, banjo bolts, hydraulic line bolts, black hose, and brake fluid reservoir.

Specifically designed for Brembo, Grimeca and Nissin master cylinders.

$565